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ABSTRACT 

The theme of this paper is that renewal theory 
m~~~R it possible to derive with relative ease 
many characteristics of full-access systems with 
arbitrary state-dependent departure rates and 
either recurrent or Markovian inputs. Actually 
by means of this theory, and some of its ramifi
cations, answers to a large number of questions 
arising in the study of such systems can all be 
expressed readily in terms of the solutions of 
some basic sets of linear equations. Furthermore 
these equations, whose solutions may be regarded 
as generalizations of Palm's interoverflow for
mulas, turn out to have simple structures. Thus 
renewal theory provides a unified approach and 
emerges as the natural tool for the investigation 
of a rather broad class of service systems. 

As typical results of the present paper we mention 
the following: 

(i) The equilibrium probabilities of loss and 
of delay for systems ~ith exponential 
service and finite waiting-room from wh~ch 
customers may defect at constant prob
ability rates. 

(ii) The mean and ·the variance of the traffic 
handled by a second-choice group of finite 
or infinite ·size, under the assumption that 
the input to the first-choice group is re
current and the service time exponential. 
It is shown, in particular, that a modified 
version of the familiar overflow variance
formula remains valid under the weaker 
hypotheses of this paper. 

(iii) The asymptotic mean and variance of the 
number of calls which are placed during a 
time interval of prescribed length and 
which arrive when there is a given number 
of customers in the system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the basic teletraffic models introduced 
and investigated by A. K. Erlang [lJ pertains to 
full-access multiserver loss-systems in which 
calls arrive according to a Poisson process and 
the service-times are independent random variables 
with the same exponential distribution. Under 
these circumstances, Erlang showed that the equi
librium state probabilities satisfy simple linear 
difference equations which are readily solved 
recurrently. 

Erlang's loss model was generalized by Palm [2J 
and later by Takacs [3,4J. These two authors 
studied full-access loss-systems with calls 
placed according to a renewal process (recurrent 
input) and exponential service-times. Palm ([2J, 
pp. 14-28) derived the basic recurrence relation 
between the distributions of the time intervals 
which separate consecutive overflows (losses) in 
groups of c and c-lservers (c = 1,2, ... ), and 
solved the corresponding equations obtained by 
passing to Laplace-Stieltjes transforms. Similar 
results, in an expanded form, were rederived by 
Takacs ([4J, pp. 135-137) who had obtained 
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earlier [3J expressions for the stationary state 
probabilities at arrival instants and for the 
equilibrium state probabilities (the latter under 
the additional hypothesis that the interarrival 
distribution is not of lattice type). 

In this paper we also assume that the calls ar
rive according to a renewal process but we sU.b
ject the service time to weaker restrictions. 
More specifically, we allow the service rates to 
depend in an arbitrary manner on the number of 
calls which are present simultaneously in the 
system. We note that with appropria.te interpreta
tion of the departure rates this expanded model 
encompasses both delay and loss systems with 
arbitrary recurrent input and arbitrary service 
and defection rates. 

The method used here to analyze these systems re
lies essentially on the fact that, under these 
conditions, the sequence of those arrival instants 
at which there is a given number of calls in the 
system constitutes a renewal process. This simple 
observation, followed by a straightforward appli
cation of a known ergodic theorem, makes it pos
sible to express the probability tpat there is a 
given number, n, of calls in the system at an ar
rival instant as a ratio of two means: the mean m 
of the interarrival distribution and the mean Mn 
of the lengths of the intervals between consecu
tive arrivals which find the system in state n. 
But to carry out this extension, Palm's interover
flow formulas do not suffice and have to be gen
eralized; and this, in turn, will necessitate an 
essential modification of Palm's approach. 

As a simple illustration of the method sketched 
above, consider the determination of the prob
ability of loss, L(c,a), a = m-I, in a pure loss
system with c servers, arbitrary recurrent input 
and negative-exponential service-time. Let Nc(t) 
stand for the number of lost calls during (O,t) 
and N(t) for the total number of attempts during 
that same interval. Then by the elementary renew
al theorem we have ([5J, p. 264): 

lim N(t)/t = m-I and lim N (t)/t = 
t+oo c t+oo 

(in the notation of this paper mc = Mc whenever c 
is the number of servers) and we can conclude 
(either heuristically or formally) that 

L(c,a) = lim [N (t)/N(t)J = m/mc . 
t+oo c 

Next, let a be the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of 
the interarrival distribution. Then from Palm's 
basic recurrence relations it follows that ([4J, 
p. 135; [5J, p. 38): 

where 

m 
c mG + jt (-l)j [;h·· .Aj-J 

Aj = 1 - a-l{j+l). 

The probability of loss is therefore given by 



L(c,a) • ~. + Jl (-l)j [j}O' .. Aj_J-

1 

( cf . [3J, p.420). 

2. ASSUMPTIONS 

Throughout ~ this and the following section we 
shall consider systems with c indexed servers 
~l, ... ,Lc' c < ~, and assume that: 

(i) Calls arrive according to a renewal process, 
which means that the intervals between 
consecutive arrival instants are independ
ent and identically distributed random 
variables (recurrent input); 

(ii) Calls are always assigned to the free 
server, if any, with the lowest index 
(fixed hunting-order); 

(iii) Calls which arrive when at least one server 
is free begin their service times immedi
ately (full access); 

(iv) Calls which arrive when no server is free 
are dismissed and are said to be lost or 
to overflow; 

(v) Calls leave at the constant probability 
rate Sn(> 0) when there are n calls in the 
system (n > 0). 

(We stress once more that, with suitable reinter
pretation of the departure rates, this model ap
plies directly to finite combined delay- and 
loss-systems.) 

Furthermore we introduce the following rule: If 
immediately after a service' completion the server 
that has just become free is not the busy server 
with highest index, then the call which still 
occupies that server is transferred to the server 
that has just become available. This "packing" 
rule, together with (ii), ensures that Ll, ... ,Lk_l 
are busy whenever Lk is occupied, k = 2, ... ,c; 
at no time will it restrict the generality of our 
results. 

The state of the system is defined throughout as 
the number of busy servers. 

Under assumptions (i) - (v), the instants at 
which calls find the system in a given state upon 
arriving constitute a renewal process. This is 
so for two reasons: (1) the intervals between 
consecutive arrivals are independent and identi
cally distributed (assumption (i)), and (2) the 
calls terminate (collectively) at constant 
(though in general state-dependent) rates, and 
therefore their unexpired service-times, from 
any instant on, are unaffected by their durations 
up to that instant. Thus at all arrival instants 
which occur when the system is in a given state, 
we have exactly the same information concerning 
the succeeding arrivals and departures, and after 
each of these arrivals, the future evolution of 
the system is .independent of the past. Hence we 
may conclude that the lengths of the intervals 
between these arrivals are independent and 
identically distributed random variables and 
that these arrival instants therefore constitute 
a renewal process. 

We shall also assume tacitly the existence of all 
the moments of interevent times introduced below. 
In this connection we note that all these moments 
of a given order will exist whenever the inter
arrival distribution has a moment of that same 
order. 

3. , GENERALIZATION OF PALM'S INTEROVERFLOW 
FORMULAS 

We shall say that a call is of type i (0 < i < c) 
if it arrives when the first i servers are busy 
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and the last (c-i) servers are free. The calls 
of type ° are those placed when the system is -
empty and the -calls of type c are the overflows. 

In this section we shall determine the basic re
currences for th~ moments of the time intervals 
between an arbitrary call of type i and the next 
following call of type j. We shall first deal 
with the means of such intervals. 

Consider an instant, T, at which a type-i call 
arrives and let Mij(t), ° ~ i ~ c, be the condi
tional mean between T and the arrival instant of 
the next following call of type j, given that no 
call either arrived or ended during (T,T+t). 
Define also M_I jet) as the conditional expecta
tion of the tim~ between an arrival instant T 
and the next following call of type j given that 
no call arrived during (T,T+t) and that the 
system is empty at time T + t. Let Mij (0) .: Mij 
and Mjj(t) : Mj(t), t ~ 0, i = -l,O, ... ,c, 
j = O,l, ... ,c. (Note that Mc is the mean between 
consecutive overflows and that M-10 is equal to 
the mean of the interarrival distribution.) 

Let G be the cumulative interarrival distribution 
and set MC+l c = 0, MC+l j = Mc,j' j < c. Let 
Sc+l = Sc and So = 0. T~en, as shown below, we 
have: 

-1 < i < C, ° < j < c, (1) 
where 

* * Mij = Mij for i ~ j and Mjj = 0, i,j = O,l, ... ,c. 

To prove (1), consider a type-i call and let the 
time origin coincide with its arrival instant. 
Define Vi as the time at which the first event 
(either an arrival or a departure) occurs after 
time 0, and let Uij stand for an interval between 
the arrival of a type~i call and the ·arrival of 
the next following type-j call. Then, for 
i ~ j-l and ° ~ i < c-l, ° < j < c, we have: 

Mij(t) • J:E(U + Ui+1,jIVi • Ui,i+l • u) 

·Pr[u < Ui,i+l 

+ J:E(UitIUi,i+l > Vi u) 

·Pr[u ~ Vi ~ u + du,Ui,i+l > vilvi > tJ. 

(2) 

In the preceding relation Ui +l j is independent 
of Ui,i+l so that ' 

E(Ui+l,j IVi = Ui,i+l = u) = EUi+l,j = Mi+l,j 

and the first integral in (2) reduces to 

When Ui i+l > Vi' i < c, the first event after 
time ° is necessarily -a departure and, because of 
the packing rule, Li+l becomes free when this 
event takes place; thus if the first event after 
time 0 is a departure at u, then from u on, the 
system behaves as if a type-i call had arrived at 
time 0 and no call had arrived or left during 
(o,u). Hence 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

E(UijIUi,i+l > Vi = u) = Mi_l,j(u) 

. ~d the second integral in (2) is equal to 

)

00 -8i+l(u-t) 1 _ G(u) 
t8i+lMi-l,j (u)e 1 _ G(t) duo (4) 

For i ~ j-l, 0 < i < c-l, 0 < j < c, equations 
(1) follow by adding (3) and-(4)~ The modifica
tion required when i = j-l is immediate: in 
that case if the first event after time 0 is an 
arrival at time u, then the call arriving at 
time u is of type j, and Mjj must therefore be 
dropped in (3) and hence in (2). Furthermore 
when i = -1, the first event after time 0 is of 
necessity an arrival and this contingency is 
taken care of by requiring that 80 = O. Finally 
MC- l jet) = M .(t) since we have exactly the 
same'lnformatI6~ immediately after the arrival 
of ~alls tif type (c-l) and of type C. 

To streamline the equations, let 
-8 t 

Hij(t) = [1 - G(t)]e i+l Mij(t) 

Then equations (1) may be rewritten as follows 
(the new variables xi+l,xi""'xo,x_l , are 
introduced for notational convenience): 

-1 < i < 'c, 0 < j < c, 

where 

l\. = 8k - 8k - l . 

Straightforward substitutions yield: 

i+l )00 -~i+lxi 
. Hij(Xi +l ) = L 8i +l e dXi k=O 

x i + l 

)

00 -~k+lxk 
t\+le dXk 

x k+l 

)

00 * -8kxk 1 
(xk_l+Mkj)e - dG(xk _ l ), 

x
k 

-1 2 i < c, 0 2 j 2 C. (6) 
(For i = -1, the summation in (6) is empty and 
must be left out in accordance with the usual 
practice. For k = i + 1, the integral to be 
retained is the one whi ch involves dG.) 

Next, setting xi+l equal to zero in (6) and re
arranging terms, we obtain the following system 
of linear equations for the unconditional means 
Mij' -1 2 i < c, 0 2 j 2 c (note that 
Hij (0) = Mij ): 

i+l *)00 -~i+lxi 
L Mkj 08 i +l e dX i k=O 

(Cont) 
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It can be shown, however, that the second summa
tion in (7) is equal to the mean interarrival 
time, m, so that 

(8) 

The integrals in (8) are easily evaluated, and 
when none of the ~'s vanish we have 

{

i+l 
°8i +l L 

j=k 

-1 2 i < c, 0 2 J 2 c (9) 
where a(o) is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of 
the interarrival distribution and 

When some of the ~'s vanish, the Mij'S satisfy a 
system of linear equations which may be obtained 
by taking limits in (9). More precisely, for 
given i and k « i), let us suppose that the 
indices k,k+l,.~.,i+l, have been assigned to nik 
(2 i+2-k) disjoint classes Bikl, ... ,Biknik' 

Then, so long as the ~'s do not vanish, we have 

i+l i+l* 
L IT (8 i -8

j
)-1 (8

j
) 

j=k i=k 

n ik I ~ 
mIl j.J

ikm 
~iB:km(~t-~j)-~ 

.r d' (~t-~j )-Ja(~j)' (10) 
~EBikm J 

Now let the 8's whose indices belong to the same 
class tend to a common limit: 8j ~ 8ikm, 
k < j <i+l, whenever j E Bikm. Passing to the 
limit In (10) we find that 

nik v -1 
L IT (13 -13 r': 1 ( -1) i km 

m=l i B i ikm 
E ikm 

(Vikm-l) 
a (8 ikm ) 

(Vikm-l) ! 

(11) 

where vikm is the number of elements in Bikm and 
a(r)(u) is the value of the rth derivative of a 
at u. Substituting this expression in (10) we 
have 

(Cont) 



-1 < i < c, ° < j < c. 

(12) 

For each j we thus have a system of (c+l) non
homogeneous linear equations for the means Mij , 
-1, 2 i < c. As they stand, these systems of 
equations cannot be solved recurrently unless 
j = c; but their structure is such that their 
solutions can nevertheless be achieved with 
relative ease. We shall deal with this matter 
next. 

Consider a group of r servers and let T be an 
instant at which an r-overflow occurs. Let 
mr(t) be the conditional mean of the time inter
val between T and the next following r-overflow, 
given that no call either arrived or ended 
during (T,T+t), r = 0,1,... Then 

)

00 -8r(u-t) dG(u) 
mr(t) = ue 1 _ Get) 

t 

+ 8e r 1- [ () ] 
)

00 -8 (u-t) G(u) 
r 1 _ Get) mr _l u +mr duo 

t ' 
(13) 

These ~quations are easily verified directly or 
can be obtained from (1) with i = j-l = r-l and 
the relations Mr - 2 r(u) = mr_l(u) + mr , 
r = 2, .... Proce~ding as before, it can then 
be shown that the means mr , r = 0,1, ... , mO = m, 
satisfy the equations: 

r-l 
mr

o a(8 r ) = m + ~ mk k=l 

{ 

nk 
o 1 - ~ 

m=l 
IT (8R,-8k m)-18R, 

R,tB ' k,m 

0(-8 ) k,m a k,m (8 ). 
v -1 (v -1) } 

k,m k,m 

(14) 

This system of linear equations makes it possible 
to compute the means ml,m2' ... by recurrence. 
We not~" however, that for j > i: 

Mij = mi +l + ... + mj . 

Thus the knowledge of the mean interoverflow 
intervals ml,m2 , ... ,mJ , implies that of Mij , 
i < j. If we regard the Mij's, i < j, as 
known quantities, then the remaining means, Mij , 
i ~ j, are given by a nonhomogeneous system of 
linear equations whose structure is displayed in 
the following diagram (in which stars stand for 
nonvanishing coefficients): 

j 

j * * 

* * 

* * * 

* * * * * 

* * * * * * 

* * c 

c 

Figure 1 
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Such systems are easily diagonalized and their 
solution presents no difficulty (further details 
will be presented in an expanded version of this 
paper) . 

The general approach sketched above to determine 
the means Mij can also be used to find higher 
moments: Let T be th~ arrival instant of a call 
of type i and let MIj)(t) be the nth conditional 
moment of the time interval between T and the 
next following call of type j, given that no call 
either arrived or ended during (T,T+t). Then we 
have: 

(
n) k(*) n-J -8i +l (u-t) dG(u) 
k Mi+l,jU Je 1 - Get) 

)

00 () -8 (u-t) 
+ 8 M n (u) i+l 1 - G(u) d 

i+l i-l,j e 1 _ Get) u, 
t 

-1 2 i < c, ° 2 j 2 c. (15) 

From (15) we can determine the Mlj)'s in the same 
way as the Mij's. This leads, however, to more 
complicated expressions which are not presented 
here. 

4. APPLICATION: DELAY SYSTEMS WITH FINITE 
WAITING ROOMS 

As an application of the preceding results, we 
shall consider combined delay-and-loss systems 
with s servers and d waiting positions. In this 
case we have c = s+d and 8n = n, ° 2 n 2 S; 
8n = s, s 2 n 2 s+d; and ~s+l = ~s+2 = ... 

~s+d = 0. Such systems fall within the scope 
of the present model since, from a mathematical 
point of view, no distinction need be made 
between servers and waiting positions. 

The moments ml,m2, ... ,ms are given by the 
explicit formulas of Section 1: 

r = 1, ... ,s. 

We turn our attention now to the moments 
ms+l, ... ,ms +d . For 1 2 k < s we have nk = s-k+l 

and Bk 1 = {k}, Bk ,2 = {k+l}, ... , 

Bk,s-k'= {s-l}, Bk,s-k+l = {s,s+l, ... ,s+d}; for 
k > s, there is only one class of indices, viz. 
Bk,l {k,k+l, ... ,s+d}. Hence, by (14) we have: 

s-l 
a(s)ms +n = m + ~ mk k=l 

01- L , IT -=- _s_ a(j) 
{ 

s-l ~-l* ( R, J~ ( )n+l 
j=k R,=k R, j . s-j 

• 

• 

• 
- ~ IT R,2s (_s)s+n-ja(s+n-j)(s) s+n ~-l ( )~ } 

j=s R,=k 

n = 0,1.2 •... ,d. (16) 

Equation (16) may be used to compute the moments 
ms +n ' n = 1,2, ... ,d recursive1y. As before, the 
probability of loss is given by m/ms +d . • 



• 

• 

The equilibrium state probabilities, in partic
ul ar the probability of delay, can be obtained 
Lrom (12) since the probability that there are 
n calls in the system at an arrival instant is 
equal to m/Mn . 

5. REMARKS ON OVERFLOW TRAFFIC 

When the traffic offered to a first-choice group 
is recurrent and the calls terminate at a con
stant probability rate, the instants at which 
calls overflow constitute a renewal process. 
The approach described in the preceding sections 
can then be used to determine the moments of the 
load carried by a second-choice group of arbi
trary size. Since these moments are equal to 
the moments of the distribtltion of the number of 
busy second-choice trunks at a random instant, 
we need to relate the probabilities at arrival 
instants to the equilibrium state probabilities. 
This is achieved by means of the formulas 

j = 1, ... , 

where Pj is the equilib~ium probability that the 
system Is in state j, Pj is the probability that 
there are j calls in the system immediately 
after the arrival instant of a call that is not 
lost, 8 j is the expected length of time that the 
system remains in state j between the arrival 
times of two consecutive calls of type j-l and m 
is the mean interarrival time between calls that 
are not lost. (The relations (17) are readily 
proved by a renewal-theoretic argument.) 

In the particular case where the calls have 
negative-exponential service times with mean 1, 
(17) reduces to 

j = 1, ... , (18) 

and, if c and d are respectively the sizes of 
the first- and second-choice groups, then the 
mean, a, and the variance, v, of the traffic 
carr~ed by the second-choice group are given 
by the formulas 

a = a[L(c,a) - L(c+d,a)J, (19 ) 

V = a{ L(c+l,a) • [L( ) 
L(c,a) - L(c+l,a) c,a 

- dL(c+d,a)} + a - a 2 , 

L(c+d,a)J 

(20) 

where a is the offered load in erlangs and 
L(k,a) the loss probability in a group of size k. 

We note that when the input is POissonian, v is 
usually expressed as follows: 

v = a{ a[L(c,a) - L(c+d,a)J _ dL(c+d a)} + a _ a 2 
c + 1 - a[l - L(c,a)] , . 

(21) 

This last formula can be derived from (20) by 
taking the recurrence 

( ) aL(c,a) 
L c+l,a = c + 1 + aL(c,a) (22) 

into account. (Of course in this case L (c ,a) is 
equal to Erlang's loss function El(c,a).) The 
recurrence (22) is however not satisfied by the 
generalized loss functions and (21) is therefore 
not valid unless the input is Poissonian, 
whereas (20) holds for arbitrary recurrent input. 

6. A PROPERTY OF OVERFLOW TRAFFIC 

Let us first consider a delay-and-loss-system 
with s servers, d waiting positions and expo
nential service with mean 1. In this case, 
relation (17) takes the form: 

+ (23) Pj (l/mj ).p j 0 < j < s, -

Pj 
+ (l/ms)' P j s < j < c+d. (24) 
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Let 

s 
jkp + sk 

s+d 
~k - L L Pj j=O j j=s+l 

and 

+ s 
jkp+ + k s+d 

p+ 
~k - L s L 

j=O j j=s+l j 

Multiplying both sides of (23) by jk and both 
sides of (24) by sk, and then summing over j, 
we find that 

k 1, . .. . 

Thus we have, in particular, 

and 

(25) 

Note that ~l and v are, respectively, the me~n 
and the variance of the carried load while ~l 
is the expected number of busy servers immedi
ately after the arrival instant of a call that 
is not lost. If we write ~l for the expected 
number of calls in progress immediately before 
t~e ar~ival instant of a successful call then 
~l = ~l - 1 and 

(26) 

The particular instance where s is infinite 
yields the following result: In a loss system 
with recurrent input and exponential service the 
peakedness of the overflow traffic is equal to 
the difference between the mean number of calls 
which are in the overflow group immediately 
after an arrival and the mean number of overflow 
calls which are present at an arbitrary instant; 
and the dispersion of the overflow traffic is 
equal to the difference between the expected 
number of overflow calls immediately before an 
overflow and the expected number of overflows 
which are in the system at an arbitrary instant. 

7. APPLICATIONS TO TRAFFIC MEASUREMENTS 

Under the assumptions made here, the arrival 
instants of the calls which are placed when there 
are k calls in the system constitute a renewal 
process. Therefore, if Nk(t) ~s the number of 
calls of type k which arrive during (O,t), we 
have for t sufficiently large ([5J, pp. 246-249, 
[7J, p. 1151): 

and 

var (28) 

Since the moments on the right of (27) and (28) 
can be computed by the method described above, 
it is an easy matter to determine ENk(t) and 

(2) 
var Nk(t) for large t once Mk and Mk have been 

found. 
Also of interest, but more difficult to obta;n, 
are the moments of the number of requests, Nk(t), 
which arrive during (O,t) when k or more calls 
are in the system. We sketch next how the mean 
and variance of N~(t) can be obtained. 

Let Tk 0(= 0), Tk l' Tk 2"'" be the consecutive 
, " + 

arrival times of the type k calls. Let ~k,l' 
+ Nk ,2"" be the numbers of calls of type k or 

larger which arrived, respectively, during 
[O,Tk,l)' [Tk ,1,Tk ,2)"'; . The random variables 



Ak,~ = Tk,i - Tk,i_l' i = 1, ... , are mutually 
indepen~ent and identically distributed and the 
same is true of the sequence 

{N~,i' i = 1,2, ... }. Therefore, in the termi-

nology of renewal theory, the process 

{N~(t), t ~ o} is cumulative with respect to 

{Ak,i' i = 1,2, ... } and we have ([5J, p. 262): 

EN~(t) ~ t.EN~ l/EAk l' (29) , , 

'" (t/EAk , 1) tar N~,l + [::~'112var Ak,l 
k,l 

- 2 ::::~ COV[N~'l'Ak'll]' 
(30 ) 

where cov(X,Y) stands for the covariance of X and 
Y. 

A~ an illustration, the standard deviation of 
Nk(t)/t is plotted in Figure 2 for a loss system 
with 10 servers, random input and exponential 
service. The standard deviation of the number 
of carried calls which are placed when at least 
k servers are busy can be obtained in a similar 
manner (for a numerical example see Figure 3). 

Finally we note that all the considerations of 
this paper are easily extended to the case of 
finite-source input. 
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